
Circuit 
Meeting 
Room 

Extend the persistent, 
collaborative power of Circuit 
with the integrated video 
and audio conference room 
solution, Circuit Meeting Room 
– it’s the collaboration-space 
enabler of the digital workplace.



Video and audio conferencing can bridge distance to bring people together, but 
today’s technology can be too big, expensive and difficult to manage or too 
personal and unable to scale to really deliver value.

And what about after the meeting is done? Shouldn’t you be able to capture and 
share meeting information and outcomes? 

Does your organization need a better conference room experience?
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With office work more open and collaborative, remote and distributed, as well as more social, 
teams need the right space and the right tools to effectively connect in ways that suits how 
they work. 

Spaces need to be utilized more efficiently to better meet real estate investment decisions 
and workplace activities, so conferencing room tools need to be simple, easy to use and 
responsive, unlike today’s bulky, over-complicated video conferencing solutions. 

The more fluid use of space also makes the efficiency of meetings more important. Workers 
want to quickly move from desk to room to floor and be productive faster. And they want to 
carry and share meeting results so the momentum isn’t lost.

Make meetings meaningful

Introducing  
Circuit Meeting Room
Circuit Meeting Room brings together the power of Circuit, Unify’s social collaboration 
solution, with a local mini-PC and industry standard audio and video components to fit lightly, 
yet powerfully, into meeting rooms. It brings conferencing, collaboration and persistency 
together.

79% of workers 
participate in 
distributed teams *

2.8% work from 
home at least half the 
time **

55% of the 
time Fortune 1000 
employees are not at 
their desk **

*   Unify Commissioned Research. 2016
** Source: Global Workplace Analytics: Jan 2016

User friendly

Once installed, Circuit 
Meeting Room makes it 
possible for every user to 
quickly and successfully 
conduct audio/video 
conferences with multiple 
participants in the simplest 
way possible.

Cost effective 

Priced as a cloud service 
together with industry 
standard hardware means 
predictable and lower costs 
from a low to no touch 
support solution. It’s a 
win-win for users and IT 
managers.

Compact yet powerful

Circuit Meeting Room 
combines the Circuit 
software service with a 
speakerphone, a video 
camera and an HD monitor 
for a compact yet powerful 
solution for most meeting 
and conference rooms.



OpenScape Xpert for IT Managers:
• Easily move to Unify with dramatically simplified setup and maintenance, faster 

moves, adds and changes, and a system that is designed to be fully supported in live 
operation.

• Connect your entire trading solution, enterprise and trader, with a flexible and fully 
virtualized back office.

• Improve operational efficiency through centralized management. 
• Realize ROI through reduced power consumption and rack space, SIP lines, VMware 

and reduced dependence on private wires.
• Be confident of regulatory compliance with voice recording and call logging through 

seamless integration to third-party solutions.
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Using Circuit as the software engine, Circuit Meeting Room brings together 
a robust, quiet mini-computer, HD video camera and speaker for an easy-
to-set-up video collaboration solution. It minimizes IT demands while 
maximizing video conferencing efficiency.

Without any proprietary components, you can build a conferencing room solution that 
fits your organization needs. 

Circuit Meeting Room is based on standard hardware: A small size computer, connecting 
to an HD video camera, audio devices and wall screens. Circuit Meeting Room requires 
Circuit cloud service and does not need any additional software. 

Circuit Meeting Room

Circuit Meeting Room for IT 
managers:
• Simple 3 step installation process means 

video conferencing capabilities available 
within 10 minutes

• Reduce user support needs with a 
conferencing solution that easy to operate

• Built with the combined power of durable 
hardware and always-current software as a 
service

• End to end security that comes with Circuit

Circuit Meeting Room for the 
business:
• Access relevant conversation content quickly 

with your Circuit stream for improved 
meeting context and responsiveness

• Simply use Circuit Meeting Room with your 
existing devices like a smart phone or tablet - 
no more remote controls

• Being a fully integrated Circuit device means 
manual updates are a thing of the past

• Maximum privacy is guaranteed for your 
business by leveraging Circuit SaaS security

• Ensure borderless communication even with 
external participants
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Video collaboration for the digital 
workplace
Circuit Meeting Room is video conferencing and much more. It’s:

Pervasive – Using Circuit, our industry leading cloud collaboration solution, we expand the video 
conferencing experience and help make meetings more meaningful both during and after they’ve ended – 
meeting results are now integrated and pervasive and recorded meetings can be shared within the group 
or wider, as required.

Quiet, robust and small – it’s ideal for todays smaller huddle rooms while being powerful enough for 
large conference and board rooms.

More cost effective than traditional solutions - and easier to support with less hardware, uses 
standard components and is always current.

User friendly - no need for a mouse, keyboard, remote controls or proprietary components. Use your 
existing tools with the Circuit client, whether a smart phone or a browser. It’s so much simpler to add 
people to the conference regardless if they’re within or between organizations.

Flexible - working with leading audio and video manufacturers, Circuit Meeting Room uses the devices you 
choose for your conferencing needs. With no proprietary components or hardware required it helps reduce 
support costs and risk.

Always current, always innovative - our ecosystem strategy means Circuit Meeting Room will adjust to 
market needs and continue to deliver innovation after installation.



About Unify

Unify is one of the world’s leading communications software and services brands, providing integrated communications 

and collaboration solutions worldwide. Our customers range in size from 5 employees to 500,000+ employees. Our 

solutions unify multiple voice, video and data networks, connected devices and applications into one easy-to-use 

platform that allows teams to collaborate effectively and efficiently – anytime, anywhere. The result is a transformation 

of how the enterprise communicates and collaborates that amplifies collective effort, energizes the business, improves 

employee satisfaction and enhances business performance. Unify has a strong heritage of product reliability, innovation, 

open standards and security. Our OpenScape and Circuit communications solutions provide a seamless and efficient 

collaboration experience – on any device. Together, the group’s global team of UCC experts and service professionals 

set the standard for a rich communications and collaboration experience that empowers teams to deliver better results. 

Unify is an Atos company.
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